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push buttons. Fig 5 shows the PCB
layout which has its ground plane on
the component side. Only the circuitry
of Fig 2 is assembled on the PCB as it is
envisaged the push button coder chips
be mounted adjacent to the push
buttons. The push button codes
generated should be

button one A Logic 0, B Logic 0,
button two A Logic 0, B Logic 1,
button three A Logic 1, B Logic 0,
button four A Logic 1, B Logic 1,

Having now selected our video
source it is most important to filter it
prior to transmission.

Video Filters

Most simple TV transmitters
radiate both side bands - a black and
white video signal can be about 4MHz
wide and a colour signal more than
5MHz - and if you are not careful you
could consume all of the 70cms band,
all by yourself! The way around this
problem is to filter your video signal
and if done correctly the quality does
not suffer much. It is very important to
filter video that has been derived from
logic circuitry as TTL can produce very
sharp edges to the signal and give it
products beyond 10MHz. This applies
particularly to home computers.
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Overlay diagram for Video Low Pass
Filter

The filter used should be of a linear
phase characteristic; fortunately,
Ambit market such a filter made by
TOKO, as making and aligning a linear
phase filter is not easy.

The TOKO filter is pre aligned and
requires a source and load impedance
of 1k. Fig 6 shows how we can
achieve this. TOKO make 3 different
linear phase filters, all are low pass.
The 237 LVS 1109 is 2.3MHz at its 3db
point and should be used in contest
times and in parts of the country where
70cms is well populated by repeaters.
If you do not live near a repeater and or
operate low power then the 237 LVS
1110 which is 4.5MHz at its 3db point,
may be viable. The 237 LVS 1070
which is 3dbs down at 10.5MHz is only
suitable for the 24cms operators
where band space is not a problem.

A 432MHz Code of
Practice

Repeaters and Amateur
Television signals on the 432MHz
band overlap each other because,
following the removal of the top
10MHz of the band, there is really not
enough room for both activities to
have exclusive frequencies. The same
is true of the Satellite band and ATV
signals, but there is little evidence of
terrestrial and extra -terrestrial
contacts conflicting with each other.

Mutual interference does exist
between ATV and repeaters, but it can
be coped with, given an appreciation
of each other's problems.
Unfortunately, an increase in both
activities is leading to more areas of
conflict.

Co -existence can be assured by
adherence to the iollowing:-

ATV OPERATORS should
operate as high in the band as they
can, and use the minimum necessary
bandwidth. Particular attention
should be given to the bandwidth of
digitally generated signals. ATV
operators should be aware that their
long overs may be keeping several
repeaters open for long periods. They
should be able to adjust the fine
frequency of their rigs to reduce this
effect. Polarisation should always be
horizontal.

REPEATER USERS should
always use vertical polarisation (this
applies to all non -TV terrestrial
transmissions above 433MHz, and
repeaters will always use vertical
aerials. Repeater periodic callsigns
should be kept to a maximum of one
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